
Reduce Splunk TCO by 44% with Cloudian and 
the VMware vSAN Data Persistence Platform

Run next-gen Splunk architecture on VMware Cloud 
Foundation with Cloudian HyperStore for limitless 
scalability and ease of management at cloud economics
The Challenge
Data growth and the need to extract timely insights from this increasingly strategic 
asset are two of the biggest challenges for enterprises today. The growth of 
machine and unstructured data makes it critical to for data storage to be cost-
effective, scalable and available, especially for keeping an expanding amount of 
Splunk warm data. Keeping down costs and increasing flexibility while simplifying 
the solution deployment and management are key to accommodating growing 
data storage and analytics demands.

In order to adapt to changing application requirements, IT admins are increasingly 
using software-defined technologies to modernize their infrastructure and make 
it more agile for developers, but they must also ensure security, stability and 
consistency across environments and across clouds, while minimizing their 
security exposure. IT focuses on constantly improving the developer experience to 
maximize productivity.

VMware and Cloudian Solution for Enterprise Splunk SmartStore.

Solution
Splunk SmartStore and enterprise-grade Cloudian HyperStore together let you 
decouple the compute and storage layers, so you can independently scale 
those resources to best serve workload demands. Running Splunk SmartStore 
end-to-end on VMware vSAN Data Persistence platform through VMware Cloud 
Foundation with Tanzu lets customers deploy Splunk’s next-gen architecture 
in a simple hyperconverged architecture that reduces overall infrastructure 
management complexity. Customers are able to keep indexers and hot buckets 
on block storage with warm buckets hosted with Cloudian object storage using 
VMware vSAN Direct configuration.

SOLUTION BENEFITS
• New HCI efficiencies and storage 

scalability for Splunk SmartStore on a 
single platform

• Capacity-optimized data store with 
vSAN Direct deployment for Splunk 
warm data buckets

• Independently scale compute and 
storage resources 

• 44% TCO savings vs indexer-based 
storage 

• Modular design for non-disruptive 
storage growth 

• Built-in data protection with 
unmatched data durability 

• Public cloud compatible; integrates 
seamlessly with AWS, GCP, and Azure 

• Hybrid and multi-cloud ready 

• Faster recovery from indexer  
node failure 

• Simplified indexer updates; new cluster 
can inherit data from the original 

• Boosts developer productivity via self-
service APIs

• Provides unified visibility of VMs, 
containers and Kubernetes clusters all 
within vCenter Server

• VMware Cloud Foundation can be 
deployed on Dell EMC VxRail and 
vSAN ReadyNode servers from all 
major vendors

• vSphere-integrated capacity and 
health monitoring

• Service-aware infrastructure 
operations

• VMware certified for storage 
integration

SOLUTION ELEMENTS
• VMware vSAN ReadyNodes with 

VMware Cloud Foundation with Tanzu 
software

• Cloudian HyperStore software 

• Splunk SmartStore software
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A SmartStore-enabled index minimizes its use of expensive 
storage, with the bulk of its data residing on economic 
Cloudian HyperStore. As data transitions from hot to warm, 
the Splunk indexer uploads a copy of the warm bucket to 
Cloudian Hyperstore and retains the bucket locally on the 
indexer until it is evicted to make space for active datasets. 

HyperStore, deployed with the vSAN Direct configuration, 
becomes the location for master copies of warm buckets, 
while the indexer’s local storage is used for hot buckets and 
cache copies of warm buckets which contain recently rolled 
over data, data currently participating in a search or highly likely 
to participate in a future search. Searching for older datasets 
results in a fetch of the master copy from HyperStore.

Cloudian takes advantage of the vSAN Direct Configuration 
for Splunk warm buckets by interfacing directly with the 
underlying direct attached storage, benefiting users with 
lower costs and improved storage efficiency. 

Cloudian offers modular growth, letting you expand from 
dozens of terabytes to hundreds of terabytes without 
disruption. Compared with use of traditional enterprise 
storage, this solution TCO saves up to 44%.

VMware Cloud Foundation  
with Tanzu and vSAN DPp
With VMware Cloud Foundation with Tanzu, IT admins 
have complete visibility and control of virtualized compute, 
network and storage infrastructure resources through VCF 
working within vCenter Server. 

As a part of VMware Cloud Foundation, the VMware 
vSAN™ Data Persistence platform provides a framework for 
modern stateful service providers to build deep integration 
with the underlying virtual infrastructure leveraging the 
Kubernetes operator method and vSphere Pod Service, 
allowing users to run stateful applications with lower TCO 
and simplified operations and management.

Solution Advantages
Secure

To ensure data security, Cloudian supports AES-256 
server-side encryption for data at rest and SSL for data in 
transit (HTTPS). Fine-grained storage policies — including 
encryption at object and bucket-levels — permit security 
settings to be individually configured for different users or 
data types in a shared-storage environment. In addition, 
Cloudian offers enhanced security features such as secure 
shell, integrated firewall and RBAC/IAM access controls to 
further protect data stores. 

High-speed Ingest and I/O Performance

Cloudian HyperStore is built on a multi-threaded 
architecture. File writes are efficiently parallelized, enabling 
high-speed data ingest. The system also delivers high 
performance for IO operations, providing fast file access. 
Performance scales linearly with added vSAN nodes, and 
failure domains are limited to a single node. 

Cloud Enabled

Cloudian HyperStore on VMware Cloud Foundation is on-
premises storage, but it integrates and extends directly with 
public cloud storage services. Employ policy-based tools to 
replicate or tier data to AWS, GCP or Azure or other cloud 
providers for offsite DR, capacity expansion or data analysis 
in the cloud.

Bridge the Gap Between IT Operations and Developers

IT Operators continue to provision, view and monitor their 
virtual infrastructure as they have always done, but now with 
the Kubernetes awareness and insight that has eluded them 
in the past. Developers can now deploy container-based 
workloads directly on vSphere using the same methods and 
tools they have always used. VMware Cloud Foundation w/ 
Tanzu provides flexibility as developers can choose to run 
pods native to vSphere (native pods) or inside purpose-build 
Kubernetes clusters hosted on top of namespaces configured 
on the vSphere clusters (Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters).

Multi-Purpose Scalable Storage

Cloudian HyperStore is enterprise-grade object storage 
and offers the industry’s most compatible S3 API, so it 
integrates seamlessly with S3-compatible applications. In 
addition to Splunk SmartStore, it can also be leveraged and 
used as scalable storage for traditional and modern, cloud-
native applications requiring S3-compatible object storage. 

CapEx and OpEx Savings 

Leverage Cloudian data policies (replication or erasure 
coding) with VMware Cloud Foundation using vSAN Direct 
configuration to lower costs and improve storage efficiency. 
Leverage solution beyond Splunk to consolidate both 
traditional workloads and modern, cloud-native workloads 
on the same platform, eliminating infrastructure silos and 
capitalizing on common skills and training.


